Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) has long been a standard stage in phylogenetic workflows[@b1][@b2]. In this approach, homologous sequences are first multiply aligned along their full length, yielding positional hypotheses of homology (alignment columns) that are input to maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood (ML) or Bayesian inference, or summarised in a distance matrix and used to compute a tree e.g. by neighbour-joining (NJ). A key assumption of MSA is that in each such set of sequences, homologous positions occur in the same order relative to one another. This is not fully realistic, as genes and genomes are subject to recombination, rearrangement and lateral genetic transfer[@b3][@b4][@b5]. In sequences so affected, the positional hypothesis of homology generated by MSA will be incomplete or incorrect, diffusing the phylogenetic signal, violating models of the substitution process across sites and branches, and consequently misleading phylogenetic inference[@b6][@b7]. These issues can only be intensified by the on-going deluge of sequencing data arising from advances in sequencing technologies[@b8].

An alternative to MSA in phylogenetic inference is the so-called *alignment-free* approach in which pairwise similarity is computed from sub-sequences, e.g. counts of exact (or inexact) sub-sequences of defined length, or by extension, of conserved sequence patterns[@b9][@b10], or alternatively of match lengths[@b11]. These sub-sequences are known variously as words, *k*-mers or *n*-grams[@b12]; see refs. [@b13],[@b14],[@b15] for recent reviews. A word-count approach for alignment-free sequence comparison uses the *D*~2~ statistic[@b15][@b16][@b17][@b18]. A *D*~2~ score is calculated based on the exact count of shared *k*-mers between any two sequences, thus representing the extent of similarity they share (see [Supplementary Note](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). Since the profile of *k*-mers depends on length of the sequence, modifications have been proposed to accommodate this bias, e.g. normalising the *D*~2~ score by the probability of occurrence for each *k*-mer observed in the sequences (), or by the mean and variance of *k*-mer occurrences ()[@b17][@b18]. These studies have demonstrated that and have greater statistical power than *D*~2~, and that this power increases with sequence length[@b15][@b17][@b18]. These statistics can be easily transformed into a pairwise measure of dissimilarity or distance, which can then be used to compute phylogenetic relationships.

Alignment-free approaches have been adopted in searches of sequence databases[@b19], clustering of expressed sequence tags[@b20], and more recently in detecting lateral genetic transfer[@b11]. By directly computing pairwise dissimilarity or distance using these methods, one can bypass resource-intensive ML or Bayesian approaches in favour of NJ. Some methods implementing approximate ML measures[@b21][@b22], although less accurate, are less resource-intensive. However, the sensitivity of alignment-free methods to different evolutionary scenarios, and the scalability of these methods, have not been systematically investigated.

Here, using both simulated and empirical data we assess the accuracy of alignment-free phylogenetic approaches using *D*~2~ statistics compared to standard MSA-based approaches. Using sets of simulated nucleotide and amino acid sequences, we systematically examine the accuracy and sensitivity of *D*~2~ methods to key molecular evolutionary processes including sequence divergence, among-site rate heterogeneity, biases of G + C content, genetic rearrangements and insertions/deletions, as well as to the technical issue of incomplete sequence data. We demonstrate the scalability and potential of using alignment-free approaches to compute phylogenetic trees quickly and accurately from large-scale DNA or protein data.

Results
=======

For our alignment-free phylogenetic approach, we used *D*~2~ statistics (independently for *D*~2~, , )[@b17][@b18] to generate a score for each possible pair of sequences within a set. Here we also introduce , a *D*~2~ statistic that extends each *k*-mer recovered in the sequences to its neighbourhood *n*, i.e. allows *n* number of wildcard residue(s). This simple extension of *D*~2~ is analogous to generation of high-scoring words for the query phase of BLAST[@b23], and to a published alignment-free measure of sequence similarity[@b24]; a measure of inexact match has recently been extended to a position-specific context[@b25]. We denote cases of where *n* = 1 as hereinafter. Each of these metrics is described in the [Supplementary Note](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For each method, we transform the scores *via* logarithmic representation of the geometric mean to estimate evolutionary distances (see Methods). Each resulting distance matrix was then used to calculate phylogenetic relationships using NJ. For comparison, for each sequence set we performed MSA using the popular tool, MUSCLE[@b26] and inferred a phylogenetic tree using the widely used MrBayes[@b27]. We use Robinson-Foulds distances[@b28] to evaluate topological congruence between each of the resulting test trees and a reference tree, normalised to adjust for different tree sizes (see Methods for details). We denote *RF* as the normalised Robinson-Foulds distance. *RF* = 0 indicates that the test tree shows complete topological congruence with the reference, while *RF* = 1 indicates that the test tree has no bipartition in common with the reference. The *RF* for a test tree generated *via* one of the four *D*~2~ methods is denoted as *RF~D2~*, *RF~D2S~*, *RF~D2\*~* or *RF~D2n1~*, and the equivalent for a test tree generated *via* MSA and MrBayes is denoted as *RF~MSA~*.

Using simulated data, we independently assess the sensitivity of *D*~2~ methods to variation in key evolutionary processes: sequence divergence, genetic rearrangement, and insertions/deletions. Because the phylogenetic tree is known for each simulated sequence set, we use that as the reference.

Sequence divergence
-------------------

We simulated nucleotide sequence sets of various size categories *N* = 8, 32 and 128 (total length, *L* = 1500 nt). For each category, six sequence sets were simulated under an unrooted tree topology across distinct situations of relative branch lengths, with *α* = 1 in an 8-category discrete gamma distribution. Each of these trees (T1 through T6 in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}; shown for 8-taxon trees) represents a fine-scale scenario of sequence divergence, as determined by different combinations of internal (*x*) and terminal (*y*) branch lengths. In some simulations, we recognise two subsets of *y* (*y~1~* and *y~2~*) of different length. Sets containing varied divergence levels had different combinations of *x*, *y~1~* and *y~2~* as shown in T2, T3, T5 and T6; these are the reference trees for the corresponding sequence sets. For 32- and 128-taxon trees, the topologies were simply expanded for each upper and lower half, as indicated in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} (labels *p1* and *p2*). For instance in a 128-taxon tree, the relative lengths (*x*, *y~1~*, *y~2~*) of the first 64 taxa follow pattern *p1*, while the others follow *p2*. For simplicity, *x* and *y* (or *y~1~* and *y~2~*) were set at either 0.01 or 0.05 (unit in number of substitutions per site). The least-divergent (most-similar) sequence set (T1) was simulated with all branch lengths *x* = *y~1~* = *y~2~* = 0.01 (two most dissimilar sequences differ at 0.14 substitutions per site at *N* = 128), whereas the most-divergent (most-dissimilar) set (T4) had *x* = *y~1~* = *y~2~* = 0.05 (two most dissimilar sequences differ at 0.70 substitutions per site at *N* = 128). The branch lengths in all these trees are short (two most dissimilar sequences in any set differ at \<0.70 substitutions per site), so any MSA-based approaches should have no problem recovering these phylogenies. However, these datasets provide a testable range of sequence divergence to assess the sensitivity of alignment-free methods in recovering the topologies. For each sequence set, we independently derived pairwise distances using *D*~2~, , and , in each case across different *k*-mer lengths (*k* = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24). Each parameter setting was run with 100 replicates, i.e. 100 × 3 size categories × 6 trees × 4 methods of *D*~2~ statistics × 6 *k*-mer lengths (total of 43200 sequence sets). The same experimental design applies to protein sequences with fixed sequence length of 500 amino acids. See Methods for details.

To compare the performance between MSA-based and the *D*~2~ methods, we denote a relative measure of accuracy *Q~DX~* = *RF~MSA~* -- *RF~DX~*, where *DX* represents any of the *D*~2~ methods, i.e. *Q~D2~* is the *Q* that corresponds to *RF~MSA~* -- *RF~D2~*, and so forth. Derived from *RF*, the *Q* values reflect the proportion of bipartitions in a tree, and can be interpreted as the difference between the deviation of each tree from the common reference. The sign of the *Q* value indicates which of the two approaches performs better; if a *D*~2~ method performs better than MSA in recovering the reference tree then *Q* \> 0 (i.e. *RF~MSA~* \> *RF~DX~*), whereas if a *D*~2~ method performs worse than MSA then *Q* \< 0 (i.e. *RF~MSA~* \< *RF~DX~*). Where *Q* = 0 (i.e. *RF~MSA~* = *RF~DX~*) the *D*~2~ method performs as well as the MSA-based approach, although the trees could still be incongruent with the reference (i.e. their *RF* could be non-zero).

Across all *D*~2~ methods used in this study, we found that yielded the smallest *RF* across all categories of size and situations of relative branch length, for both nucleotide ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and protein ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) sequence sets. [Figure 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows mean *RF~D2n1~* at different *k*-mer lengths (shown for *k* ≥ 8) in each size category *N* of nucleotide sequence sets, across all trees (T1 through T6; [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), with the corresponding mean *Q* value shown in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Across all *N*, recovered the reference topology almost perfectly for sets of sequences simulated under trees T1, T2, T4 and T6 (at *k* = 16, mean *RF~D2n1~* ≤ 0.001 across these sets and all *N*; [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), whereas larger *RF~D2n1~* distances are observed for cases of T3 and T5 (e.g. for *N* = 32 at *k* = 16, mean *RF~D2n1~* = 0.06 and 0.03 respectively for T3 and T5; [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The accuracy decreased with increasing *k*, e.g. for *N* = 128 and T3, mean *RF~D2n1~* = 0.01, 0.03, 0.06, 0.11, 0.18 at *k* = 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24.

While relative performance differed across the simulated scenarios, overall across these sequence sets we find that performed as well as the standard MSA-based approach (e.g. for T1 and T2 at *k* = 8, mean *Q~D2n1~* = 0.00 in all cases of *N* = 8, 32 and 128; [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), with the relative performance *Q* decreasing slightly with increased *k* (e.g. for *N* = 32 at T3, *Q* = −0.01, −0.03, −0.06, −0.11, −0.17 at *k* = 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24). Across all *N* examined here, performed slightly worse than MSA for T3 and T5, e.g. at *k* = 8, *Q~D2n1~* = −0.01 and −0.02 respectively at *N* = 32; *Q~D2n1~* = −0.02 and −0.07 respectively at *N* = 128. The bar plots in [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} almost mirror those in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, suggesting that *RF~MSA~* = 0 in most cases. Both T3 and T5, the cases problematic for *D*~2~ methods, have short internal branches (*x*) with long terminal branches (*y*: [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Our results suggest that *D*~2~ methods are more vulnerable to this situation, while the MSA-based approach performed well across these six cases. *Q* values observed for other *D*~2~ methods across nucleotide and protein sequence sets are shown in [Supplementary Fig. S3 and S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} respectively.

To assess the optimal *k*-mer length for use in *D*~2~ methods in deducing phylogenetic relationships from nucleotide and protein sequences, we compared *RF* values from all *D*~2~ methods between the two sequence types across *N* = 8, 32 and 128 pooled from all six trees, as shown in [Supplementary Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For nucleotide sequences, *k* = 8 yielded the lowest *RF* distances, with *RF* = 0 at *N* = 8 and 32, and *RF* \< 0.002 at *N* = 128 across all *D*~2~ methods. For protein sequences, *k* = 4 is the optimal length across all *D*~2~ methods, with yielding the smallest RF distances across all size categories, i.e. *RF~D2n1~* = 0.012, 0.009 and 0.009 at *N* = 8, 32 and 128. This result supports the notion that optimal *k* is negatively correlated with alphabet size of the sequence data[@b9][@b29][@b30]. Formal proof appears to be lacking, but might be approached analogously to an earlier study[@b31].

Two other scenarios relevant to sequence divergence are among-site rate heterogeneity (the presence of fast- *versus* slow-evolving sequence regions), and compositional (G + C content) biases in the sequences. We examined the sensitivity of *D*~2~ methods independently to each these scenarios (see [Supplementary Note](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detail). Overall, among-site rate variation does not appear to affect drastically the accuracy of either *D*~2~ or MSA-based approaches (*Q* = 0 in most cases at optimal *k* in [Supplementary Fig. S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); the *RF* values for all analyses of nucleotide and protein sequences are shown respectively in [Supplementary Fig. S7 and S8](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Interestingly, we note that high G + C proportion (thus low complexity of sequences) plays to the strength of local exact matches, rather than neighbourhood (non-exact) matches as allowed in ([Supplementary Fig. S9](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Genetic rearrangement
---------------------

Here we simulated sequence data to assess the direct impact of genetic rearrangement on the performance of *D*~2~ methods in phylogenetic inference. We define *R* as the percentage length of a full-length nucleotide sequence that has undergone a non-overlapping rearrangement. We simulated post-hoc rearrangements in half of the sequences in a set of 5000-nt sequences, i.e. at *N* = 8, each of any 4 sequences would have *R*% of its length rearranged in a non-overlapping manner. Each rearrangement event involves one or more fragments of 250 nt, such that the total rearranged region (i.e. *R%* of full length) is no longer contiguous (see Methods). [Figure 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the average *RF~D2n1~* for each *k*-mer length in nucleotide sequence sets (*N* = 8) across *R* = 10, 25 and 50%, including *RF~MSA~* of the MSA-based approach MUSCLE + MrBayes. Across all categories and all *k*-mer sizes, all methods, alignment-free or not, yielded average *RF* \< 0.05 compared to the reference tree. at *k* = 8 or 12 perfectly recovered the reference topologies (*RF~D2n1~* = 0 in both cases) regardless of *R*. [Figure 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the mean *Q* values for each of these cases. At *R* = 10% and 25%, we observed *Q* = 0 for *k* = 8 and 12, i.e. performed as well as did the MSA-based approach in recovering the reference topologies. At *R* = 50%, the *D*~2~ methods yielded higher accuracy than did MUSCLE + MrBayes (*Q* \> 0 for all *k*-mer lengths). Compared to MUSCLE ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), the use of MAFFT resulted in higher *RF* and *Q* values ([Supplementary Fig. S10](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), thus lower accuracy (*p* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^; see [Supplementary Note](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our findings suggest that *D*~2~ methods are more robust to the effect of genetic rearrangement than is the standard approach based on MSA.

Insertions/deletions
--------------------

To assess the sensitivity of the alignment-free approach to insertions/deletions (indels) we simulated nucleotide sequence sets (*N* = 32) under tree T4 by incorporating indel events at a predefined rate (*r*) along the tree branches[@b32], with the inserted/deleted fragment lengths following a Lavalette distribution[@b33][@b34] (maximum length = 100 nt). [Figure 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the *RF* values obtained using , two MUSCLE-based methods (MrBayes and the popular ML method RAxML[@b35][@b36]) across cases at different values of *r*; the corresponding *Q* values for each MSA-based approach are shown in [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. At *r* = 0.1, all approaches recovered the reference topology perfectly (*RF* = 0 in all cases). As *r* increases, observed *RF* increases proportionately: for trees generated using at *r* = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, *RF* = 0.001, 0.005 and 0.024. In comparison, the corresponding *RF* values for MSA-based methods are higher: *RF* = 0.071, 0.370 and 0.597 for MUSCLE + MrBayes and *RF* = 0.087, 0.391, and 0.642 for MUSCLE + RAxML. These results suggest that alignment-free methods are more robust to insertions/deletions (*RF* \< 0.025 at *r* = 0.5) than MSA-based approaches (*RF* ≥ 0.60 at *r* = 0.5 in both cases), with all observed *Q* ≥ 0 (e.g. *Q* = 0.07, 0.37 and 0.57 at *r* = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 for MUSCLE + MrBayes: [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Here the use of MAFFT instead of MUSCLE yielded lower *RF* and *Q* values, i.e. a higher accuracy of phylogenetic inference ([Supplementary Fig. S11](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} *versus* [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}; *p* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^). These findings are consistent with our analysis of other insertion/deletion scenarios including vertically staggered deletions ([Supplementary Note and Fig. S12](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), a (biologically not very realistic) scenario in which MSA is known to perform poorly[@b37]. Independently, we observed that the accuracy of *D*~2~ methods decreases with increasing extent of sequence truncation, and increases proportionately with sequence length ([Supplementary Note and Fig. S13](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Gene family evolution based on coalescence
------------------------------------------

Here we simulated nucleotide sequence sets under the coalescent model of gene family evolution (within a population)[@b38][@b39] across different fixed effective population sizes *N~e~* (see Methods). The *N~e~* parameter affects the overall population structure, thus branching patterns and branch lengths of a tree. Coalescent rate between two lineages is higher within a smaller population[@b40], thus a smaller *N~e~* yields shorter branch lengths in a tree. All trees are asymmetric, and thus represent a more-realistic biological scenario. We note that the observed performance in this part of our analysis could be affected by one or more scenarios in addition to *N~e~* (and sequence divergence). [Figure 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows the *RF* values obtained using , and by MSA-based approaches using MUSCLE, across cases at varied *N~e~*; the corresponding *Q* values for each MSA-based approach are shown in [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. *RF* \> 0 was observed across all cases, suggesting that all approaches on average failed to recover known tree topologies perfectly. Observed *RF* values for all approaches increase proportionately with increasing *N~e~* when *N~e~* ≥ 100000, e.g. for , *RF* = 0.072, 0.119, 0.239 and 0.407 at *N~e~* = 100000, 250000, 500000 and 1000000 ([Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting an inverse relationship between *N~e~* and the accuracies of these approaches in recovering the known tree topology. At *N~e~* = 10000, 100000 and 250000, both and MSA-based approaches yielded almost identical trees (e.g. *Q* = −0.007, −0.010, −0.016 against MUSCLE + RAxML; [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}), although yielded less-accurate topologies (*Q* \< 0). In the extreme cases of *N~e~* \> 250000, performed substantially worse than any of the two MSA-based methods, e.g. *Q* = −0.146 and −0.279 for MUSCLE + RAxML ([Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). At the other end of the spectrum, cases of small *N~e~* = 1000 also negatively impacted the accuracies of all approaches, i.e. *RF* = 0.240, 0.230 and 0.213 for , MUSCLE + MrBayes and MUSCLE + RAxML ([Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Results of the corresponding analysis using MAFFT are shown in [Supplementary Figure S14](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (*p* = 0.74; no significant difference). These findings indicate that in these scenarios, the alignment-free approach yields results similar to those of the MSA-based approaches, regardless of which MSA tool is used, when *N~e~* is reasonably large, but performs substantially worse in extreme cases i.e. when *N~e~* is very small or very large. This observation is plausibly explained by extreme (high/low) sequence divergence (See [Supplementary Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), although we cannot rule out the impact of other evolutionary scenarios. In an independent analysis across datasets that were simulated under non-ultrametric trees (specifically violating the molecular clock) we observed a similar trend (*RF* \> 0; *Q* \< 0), with higher *RF* observed for than for MSA-based approaches ([Supplementary Fig. S15](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This complex scenario is more realistic than ultrametric trees, but we cannot distinguish the effect of clock violation from that of other evolutionary processes.

Analysis of empirical data
--------------------------

To examine the performance of these methods with empirical data, we used 4156 sets of nucleotide sequences and their corresponding phylogenetic trees from TreeBASE (treebase.org)[@b41]. These sequence sets and trees were obtained from 2471 studies deposited in TreeBASE as of 27 May 2013 (see [Supplementary Data](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the complete list). As shown in [Supplementary Fig. S16](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the sizes of these sequence sets range between 6 and 2957 sequences (mean 59.41, median 41 sequences), and within-set sequence similarity has a mean of 90.12% (median 92.37%). For each sequence set, we used each of the *D*~2~ methods (independently for *k* = 6 and 8) to generate a distance matrix, from which we reconstructed a NJ tree. The selection of *k* is based on our observation of an optimal length in the analysis of simulated nucleotide sequence sets ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because the true reference tree is unknown for empirical datasets, we cannot readily assess accuracy. Here we compare each of our resulting test trees inferred using the *D*~2~ methods against the corresponding tree published (and peer-reviewed) in TreeBASE. Because we cannot assume that published trees perfectly reflect true evolutionary relationships, we intentionally do not interpret *RF* as a measure of accuracy here, but instead simply as a measure of (dis)agreement between the trees produced by an alignment-free and an MSA-based approach.

As shown in [Supplementary Table S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the use of *k* = 6 *versus* 8 does not impact *RF* for any *D*~2~ method, with yielding the smallest average *RF* (0.438; median 0.409 at *k* = 8). [Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution density of *RF* as observed for at *k* = 8, based on sizes of the sequence sets *N* ([Fig. 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) and within-set sequence similarity ([Fig. 6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). See [Supplementary Tables S3 and S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} respectively for the corresponding values. As shown in [Fig. 6a](#f6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, yielded topologies that are more congruent with those generated using the standard MSA approach for small sequence sets (e.g. mean *RF* 0.363, median 0.333 at *N* ≤ 25) than for larger sequence sets of *N* \> 25 (mean *RF* 0.661, median 0.635 at *N* \> 500), and these *RF* distances increase proportionately with increasing *N*. Interestingly, across different categories of within-set sequence similarity (percent identity; *ID*) regardless of *N* ([Fig. 6b](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), density plots of *RF* for cases of *ID* \> 70% peak at values of *RF* between 0.25 and 0.40, with the smallest means observed for highly similar sequence sets (0.424 at *ID* between 80% and 90%, median 0.392; [Supplementary Table S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). *RF* values increase with decreasing *ID*, with mean *RF* 0.533, median 0.528 observed for cases of *ID* \< 70% ([Supplementary Table S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These findings suggest that the *D*~2~-based approach, across most of these diverse empirical data, yield topologies that are slightly incongruent (*RF* \< 0.5 in 2809/4156 trees; at *k* = 8) to those arising from the standard MSA-based approach, and that it is rare for both approaches to recover the exact same tree topology (*RF* = 0 recovered by any *D*~2~-based approach in 106/4156 trees).

Computational efficiency and scalability
----------------------------------------

The computational complexity of various *D*~2~ methods has been described earlier[@b24] (see also [Supplementary Note](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Figure 7a](#f7){ref-type="fig"} shows the computation time required to generate pairwise *D*~2~ distance matrices across large empirical sequence sets (*N* = 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000); for the corresponding numerical values see [Supplementary Table S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. These large sequence sets are of 16S ribosomal RNA genes sampled from the GreenGenes database (see Methods). Mean computation time increases with *N*, from 49.77 seconds at *N* = 1000 to 842.98 seconds at *N* = 5000 (17-fold increase). Similarly, memory usage ([Supplementary Table S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) increases with *N*, from 378.24 MB (*N* = 1000) to 2445.31 MB (*N* = 5000; approximately 6-fold increase).

Phylogenetic inference involves details not only of software (e.g. *D*~2~ and *neighbor* in PHYLIP *versus* MUSCLE and MrBayes) but also of parameter settings, implementation (e.g. programming language used, and capacity for multi-threading) and hardware (e.g. machine architecture and its efficiency of memory usage). Therefore, comparing computation time and memory usage between the two approaches is not straightforward. For 50 sets of nucleotide sequence (*N* = 8; *L* = 1500 nt), we observe an average wall time of 1.50, 86.38 and 491.16 seconds for *D*~2~ + *neighbor*, MUSCLE + RAxML and MUSCLE + MrBayes (four-threaded runs; see Methods). For the same analysis across protein sequence sets (*N* = 8; *L* = 500aa), wall times are respectively 1.82, 255.48 and 3047.14 seconds. Here, our alignment-free approach is approximately 140-fold and 1670-fold faster respectively, compared to MUSCLE + RAxML and MUSCLE + MrBayes. These findings suggest that *D*~2~ methods are highly scalable for phylogenetic inference of large-scale sequence data.

In an independent experiment on nucleotide sequence sets of *N* = 8 ([Fig. 7b](#f7){ref-type="fig"}), we found that computation time for (at *k* = 8) increases exponentially with increasing neighbourhood *n*, from 0.71 at *n* = 1 to 124.73 seconds at *n* = 5. At greater values of neighbourhood (*n* \> 2) i.e. when a higher number of wildcards is considered, the accuracy of appears to decrease, more so at larger *N* ([Supplementary Fig. S17](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; shown for *k* = 8 across nucleotide sequence sets). However, the interplay among *n*, *k* and *N* remains to be investigated systematically.

Discussion
==========

Alignment-free methods yielded similar if not identical tree topologies to those generated using MSA-based approaches across a wide range of data sizes and scenarios. Our findings demonstrate that the accuracy of alignment-free methods, compared to the current standard based on MSA, is more robust against among-site rate heterogeneity, compositional biases, genetic rearrangements and insertions/deletions, but is more sensitive to sequence divergence and the presence of incomplete (truncated) sequence data. The alignment-free methods operated at far greater computation speed (more than 2000 times faster in some cases).

Opposing views have recently been expressed on whether the application of alignment-free methods in phylogenetics reflects a model-free, purely informatic exercise, or alternatively can capture homology signal inherent in evolving sequences[@b42][@b43][@b44]. Our results support the latter view. The alignment-free approach implemented here appears to have no difficulty, at appropriate parameter settings across our simulated datasets, in capturing homology signal and generating topologies that are very similar or identical to those generated by MSA followed by Bayesian inference, arguably the current standard in phylogenetics (see below). The robustness of alignment-free methods to rearrangements and insertions/deletions represents a critical advantage, since these events are common among microbial genomes[@b3] and frequently interrupt individual genes[@b45]. Our findings support the notion that gappy regions tend to be forced into alignment within an MSA framework and thereby bias subsequent phylogenetic inference[@b37].

Here we used MUSCLE[@b26] and MrBayes[@b27] as the standard phylogenetic approach in the analysis of simulated data. Another popular MSA tool is MAFFT[@b46]; both MUSCLE and MAFFT compare favourably against other MSA tools in a number of benchmark studies[@b26][@b47]. A comprehensive analysis of performance across different MSA tools is beyond the scope of this study. Across scenarios of random insertions/deletions, we found little difference in our inference between the use of MUSCLE and MAFFT (*p* \> 0.5; [Supplementary Table S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), except under the unrealistic scenarios of vertically staggered deletions ([Supplementary Fig. S12](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; *p* \< 2.2 × 10^−16^) in which MAFFT performed better, lending support to an earlier report[@b37]. The use of other programs for MSA and phylogenetic inference, or indeed the use of different parameter settings in these programs (e.g. fewer MCMC generations in MrBayes than the 1.5 million used in this study), would inevitably yield somewhat different results. ML is another popular MSA-based method of phylogenetic inference, which estimates goodness-of-fit of sequence data given an underlying evolutionary (substitution) model. ML methods e.g. RAxML[@b35] are time-consuming, and this has prompted the development of faster though less-accurate implementations e.g. PhyML[@b21] and/or scalable methods that approximate ML estimates e.g. FastTree[@b22] (see ref. [@b48] for a comparative analysis). We generated ML trees for a subset of the simulated sequence data using RAxML and found no or little topological difference between these trees and those generated using MrBayes, as shown by the similar trends of *RF* and *Q* in [Figs 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. In fact, RAxML yielded less-accurate topologies than MrBayes in many cases (larger *RF* observed for RAxML: [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}).

Using extensive simulated data and diverse empirical data (here from the TreeBASE dataset, generated by various programs and phylogenetic inference methods common in the peer-reviewed literature), our results consistently demonstrate the relative accuracy and scalability of alignment-free methods in large-scale phylogenetic inference, regardless of which specific method they were compared against. The empirical datasets used in this study are highly diverse, with various extents of within-set sequence divergence and data sizes. Many of these sequence sets contain partial and/or fragmented sequences ([Supplementary Data](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As per our analysis of simulated sequence sets, these aspects impact the accuracy of alignment-free methods more than that of MSA-based approach in recovering accurate phylogenies. In addition, we applied *k* = 6 and 8 in our alignment-free approach across these datasets, a decision based on our observation in simulated sets of 1500 nt sequences ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In cases where sequences are longer, the representation of distinct *k*-mers (at *k* = 6 or 8) could be saturated, thus losing the resolution (reducing the distinguishing power of the *k*-mers) necessary to accurately infer dissimilarity (*vis-à-vis* phylogenetic) relationships among the sequences[@b9][@b30]. The correlation between sequence length and *k* within the context of phylogenetics has been explored to some extent[@b30][@b49], e.g. using shortest unique substrings[@b50], but this issue remains to be systematically investigated. In this study we used NJ to infer phylogenetic trees from the distance matrices generated from *D*~2~ methods; one can imagine using other distance-based approaches, e.g. a weighted least-squares method such as Fitch-Margoliash[@b51]. In small-scale investigations, we find no topological difference across trees generated using NJ or Fitch-Margoliash.

Conversion of subsequence similarity (profile) scores into a measure that represents the evolutionary relatedness between two full-length sequences remains an active field of research. Here we simply transformed *D*~2~ scores into pairwise distances of sequences using a logarithmic representation of the geometric mean. Other strategies have been proposed to create more-realistic measure of distance or dissimilarity, including the assignment of a *p*-value for each pairwise score based on a null distribution (hypothesis) of subsequences as observed across the whole dataset[@b29][@b52]. Approaches inspired by information retrieval are under consideration.

In general, our results demonstrate the utility and robustness of alignment-free methods across the choice of scoring methods. The non-monotonic relationship between word length and performance, the utility of , and , and the failure of larger mismatch neighbourhoods are broadly consistent with previous reports[@b18][@b52]. However, simple *D*~2~ scoring is known to be dominated by single-sequence noise effects as *k* increases[@b18]; its good performance here may in part be explained by the normalisation inherent in our distance measure. The one exception to these comments lies in the vulnerability of approaches to heterogeneous variation, an effect especially pronounced for protein sequences ([Supplementary Fig. S6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which may arise from the failure of the variance estimate in the denominator.

Crucially, the computational advantages identified above extend to a broad range of scoring methods and distance transformations. The use of a mismatch neighbourhood has potential to add significantly to both the compute and memory requirements of the process, but these demands are modest for and larger neighbourhoods seem not to improve its performance in phylogenetic inference. Alignment-free methods thus offer computational speed many hundreds or thousands of times faster than the comparable MSA-based approaches, with memory requirements in the hundreds of megabytes, well within the capabilities of even portable commodity devices. To the extent that memory is not an issue, alignment-free methods present an attractive, highly scalable alternative to MSA-based methods in large-scale phylogenetic (and phylogenomic) analyses.

Methods
=======

Simulated sequence data
-----------------------

For all programs, default settings were used unless otherwise specified. We simulated sets of DNA and protein sequences of different sizes (*N* = 8, 16, 32, 128) using *evolver* as implemented in PAML 4.5[@b53], unless otherwise specified. We used GTR[@b54] (rate parameters *a* = 0.987, *b* = 0.110, *c* = 0.218, *d* = 0.243, *e* = 0.395)[@b55] and WAG[@b56] substitution models respectively for simulation of nucleotide and protein sequences. We detail simulation strategy for each evolutionary scenario below.

Sequence divergence
-------------------

For each set, sequences of fixed length (*L* = 1500 nt for DNA; 500 amino acids for protein) were simulated on an unrooted symmetrical tree on which the lengths of internal (*x*) and terminal (*y*, or *y~1~* and *y~2~*) branches are set separately, at either 0.01 or 0.05 substitutions per site, to represent six distinct scenarios ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}; shown for 8-taxon trees). These sequence sets were simulated under a discrete approximation of the gamma distribution (shape parameter *α* = 1.0, 8 categories).

Genetic rearrangement
---------------------

For each nucleotide sequence set (*N* = 8; *L* = 5000 nt), we relocated one or more region (i.e. individual rearrangement events) of 250 nt within a sequence in a cut-and-paste manner, with no overlaps. We define *R* as the total percentage length of *L* that has been relocated. We simulated sequence sets with *R* = 10, 25 and 50% (each in 50 replicates), such that the total rearranged region is not contiguous. Given the prior expectation that alignment-free methods would be less sensitive to sequence rearrangements, here we simulated sequence sets under tree T3 ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), one of the more problematic cases for *D*~2~ methods (as shown in [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

Insertions/deletions
--------------------

For this analysis, we simulated nucleotide sequence sets of size *N* = 32 (*L* = 1500 nt) using INDELible[@b32] under tree T4 ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), a discrete approximation of the gamma distribution (*α* = 1.0, 8 categories) and GTR model. Indel rates were set at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, with insertion rate = deletion rate; these rates are relative to site substitution rate of 1. Length distribution of inserted/deleted fragments follows a Lavalette distribution[@b33][@b34] (*a* = 1.1; maximum indel size 100 nt) as implemented in INDELible[@b32].

Coalescent model of gene family evolution
-----------------------------------------

We used NetRecodon[@b57] to simulate gene family evolution under the coalescence model along a tree, each case at a defined effective population size (*N~e~*) of 1000, 10000, 100000, 250000, 500000 and 1000000, with a discrete approximation of the gamma distribution (*α* = 0.5, 8 categories), GTR model and mutation rate *u* = 10^−5^. Sequence sets of size *N* = 32 (*L* = 1500 nt) were used. Larger *N~e~* values result in longer branch lengths on a tree (see [Supplementary Table S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To simulate violation of molecular clock, relaxed branch lengths were further simulated on these trees using *BranchRelaxer* in GenPhyloData[@b58], with substitution rates along branches modelled as independent and identically distributed variables in a log-normal scale (IIDLogNormal model: mean 0.0, variance 1.0)[@b59]. Sequences were then simulated using *evolver* along these new trees as per above.

Empirical sequence data
-----------------------

All 2471 nucleotide datasets in NEXUS format were downloaded from TreeBASE (treebase.org as of 27 May 2013)[@b41] using a custom script kindly provided by Dr William Piel. For each dataset, one or more nucleotide sequence alignment and their corresponding phylogenetic trees (totalling 4156) were extracted ([Supplementary Data](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All 406997 unaligned 16S ribosomal RNA gene sequences (sequences_16S_all_gg_2011_1\_unaligned.fasta.gz)[@b60] were downloaded from the GreenGenes database (secondgenome.com/go/2011-greengenes-taxonomy). To assess scalability of *D*~2~ methods on different sizes of sequence sets, these 406997 sequences were randomly selected across set *N* = 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000, each in 100 replicates. We follow ref. [@b61] in defining within-set sequence similarity as the average pairwise similarity between each sequence in a set to the centroid sequence. A centroid sequence within a set is one that yielded the single highest bit score across all pairwise comparisons within the set using BLAST (*e* \< 10^−3^).

Alignment-free phylogenetic approach
------------------------------------

For each sequence set, we used *D*~2~ statistics independently for *D*~2~, , , and to generate a score for each possible pair of sequences within a set (see [Supplementary Note](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details). These scores were transformed *via* logarithmic representation of the geometric mean to generate a distance. The pairwise distance between sequences *a* and *b*, *D~ab~* is defined as where *S~ab~* is the pairwise score between them, and *S~aa~* and *S~bb~* are the self-matching scores. These transformed pairwise distances closely approximate the angle-based distances in an earlier alignment-free method for inferring protein phylogenies[@b62]. The resulting distance matrix was used to reconstruct a phylogenetic tree using *neighbor* in PHYLIP v3.69 (evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip). Generation of the distance matrix from any of these *D*~2~ methods is implemented in a JAVA program, JIWA, which is freely available at <http://bioinformatics.org.au/tools/jiwa/>.

Standard phylogenetic approach using multiple sequence alignment
----------------------------------------------------------------

For each sequence set, we used MUSCLE v3.8.31[@b26] to generate a multiple sequence alignment. For scenarios of genetic rearrangement, insertions/deletions and the coalescent model, we also used MAFFT (mafft-linsi) v7.158b[@b46]. For other simulated scenarios, alignments were perfectly given during the process of simulation; the use of any MSA tool would not yield any difference in the final alignments. For Bayesian phylogenetic inference, we used MrBayes v3.2.1[@b27] (MCMC ngen = 1500000 generations, samplefreq = 100, burn-in = 10000 samples, temp = 0.5, nchains = 4; sumt contype = allcompat). We assume the general reversible substitution model (lset Nucmodel = 4by4 Nst = 6) and a mixed amino acid substitution model (prset aamodel = mixed) respectively for nucleotide and protein sequences, under a four-category discrete gamma distribution across all runs (lset rate = gamma ngammacat = 4). In all cases except the insertions/deletions analysis, the standard deviation of split frequencies was \<0.01 after 200000 generations. For insertions/deletions analysis, MrBayes was run at larger number of MCMC generations (ngen = 5000000) and burnin (samplefreq = 100, burn-in = 25000 samples), while other parameters remain the same. The standard deviation of split frequencies in most cases was \<0.01 after 1000000 generations. For maximum likelihood inference of phylogenetic trees, we used RAxML v8.0.2[@b36] (-\# 100, -t 4, -m GTRGAMMA or PROTGAMMAWAG respectively for nucleotide and protein sequences).

Assessment of accuracy
----------------------

For each tree generated from a sequence set using *D*~2~ statistics or the standard approach, we compared its topological congruence to a reference tree using the Robinson-Foulds distance[@b28], as implemented in *treedist* in PHYLIP v3.69 (evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip). This distance represents the number of splits (i.e. bipartitions) that are present in only one of the two trees. To facilitate comparison of our results across trees (i.e. sequence sets) of various sizes *N*, we normalised the distances by the maximum possible distance between two unrooted trees, 2(*N* − 3), following ref. [@b63]. Here we denote *RF* as the normalised Robinson-Foulds distance, with a value between 0 and 1 that can be interpreted as the proportion of false or missing bipartitions in the test tree topology compared to the reference topology[@b63]. When *RF* = 0, the test and reference topologies are identical, suggesting high accuracy of the approach. When *RF* = 1, none of the bipartitions in the reference is recovered in the test. In these cases, the trees could have been generated at random, as a pair of randomly generated tree topologies of *N* taxa has a Robinson-Foulds distance that approximates the denominator for normalisation, 2(*N* − 3)[@b64]. For the simulated data, we used the known tree (under which the sequences were simulated) as the reference. For empirical data from TreeBASE we used the published tree in the database as reference; in these cases, a zero *RF* does not relate directly to accuracy, but rather reflects the extent to which our method recovers the same topology as the published method based on multiple sequence alignment.

Assessment of computational scalability and runtime
---------------------------------------------------

The assessment of computational scalability was carried out using a high-performance distributed-memory computing cluster based on Intel Sandy Bridge 8-core 2.6 GHz processors. Comparative runtime analysis of alignment-free and MSA-based phylogenetic approaches was done on Intel Xeon L5520 8-core 2.26 GHz processors (multi-threaded, four threads). MCMC ngen = 1500000 was used for MrBayes runs.
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![Trees for simulation of sequence data.\
Six situations showing distinct combinations of internal (*x*) and terminal (*y*) branches, labelled as T1 through T6, with *y* specified differently between the first (*p1*) and second (*p2*) half of the branches on a tree. The unit of branch lengths is number of substitutions per site. The length of each edge is either 0.01 or 0.05 substitutions per site.](srep06504-f1){#f1}

![The accuracy of *D~2~* methods based on sequence divergence of the nucleotide sequence sets.\
For each size *N* at (i) 8, (ii) 32 and (iii) 128, mean *RF~D2n1~* are shown in (a) across different *k*-mer lengths (shown for *k* = 8, 12, 16, 20, 24), for cases simulated under each of the six trees (T1 through T6 on the *x*-axis). The corresponding *Q~D2n1~* for each case is shown in (b). Error bars indicate standard deviation from the mean. See [Supplementary Figures S1 through S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for complete results for all *D*~2~ methods for both nucleotide and protein sequence sets.](srep06504-f2){#f2}

![The accuracy of *D~2~* methods based on genetic rearrangement.\
*RF~D2n1~* are shown in (a) across different *k*-mer lengths (*k* ≥ 8), as well as that of the standard approach (*RF~MSA~*), across different *R* at 10%, 25% and 50%. The corresponding *Q~D2n1~* values are shown in (b). Error bars indicate standard deviation from the mean.](srep06504-f3){#f3}

![The accuracy of phylogenetic approaches based on insertions/deletions.\
*RF* values are shown in (a) for , MUSCLE + MrBayes and MUSCLE + RAxML across different indel rates *r*. The corresponding *Q* values for MUSCLE + MrBayes and MUSCLE + RAxML are shown in (b). Error bars indicate standard deviation from the mean.](srep06504-f4){#f4}

![The accuracy of phylogenetic approaches based on coalescent evolution of gene families.\
*RF* values are shown in (a) for , MUSCLE + MrBayes and MUSCLE + RAxML across different effective population size *N~e~*. The corresponding *Q* values for MUSCLE + MrBayes and MUSCLE + RAxML are shown in (b). Error bars indicate standard deviation from the mean.](srep06504-f5){#f5}

![The accuracy of *D~2~* methods based on TreeBASE data.\
The probability density of *RF~D2n1~* at *k* = 8 as categorised based on (a) total number of sequences within a set, *N* (mean and median in [Supplementary Table S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and (b) within-set sequence similarity, *ID* (mean and median in [Supplementary Table S4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).](srep06504-f6){#f6}

![Computation time of *D~2~* methods.\
The computation time in seconds is shown for (a) *D*~2~ method at *k* = 8 across subset of GreenGenes data across datasets of *N* = 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000, and for (b) analysis across neighbourhood size *n* = 1 through 5, for nucleotide sequence sets of *N* = 8. Error bars indicate standard deviation from the mean.](srep06504-f7){#f7}
